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WeatherGraph for iOS and watchOS Released
Published on 05/14/19
Southside Development has released its first iOS and watchOS application, WeatherGraph
1.1.2. WeatherGraph is a weather forecasting application which presents forecast data for
the United States in a unique graphical format. WeatherGraph uses reliable forecast data,
and observations are taken only from reliable and trusted weather stations. Furthermore,
WeatherGraph has a unique Apple Watch app with many different complication styles and a
useful Today View widget.
Houston, Texas - Independent app development studio Southside Development has released
its
first iOS and WatchOS application, WeatherGraph 1.1.2. WeatherGraph is a weather
forecasting application for the United States which presents forecast data from the
National Weather Service in a unique graphical format.
"What sets WeatherGraph apart from other weather apps out there is the way we present the
data" says Jackson Myers, CEO of Southside Development. "Traditionally, whether apps use a
single image or sentence to describe a day, but we show you a visual representation of
several days of weather in a format that's easy to understand at a glance."
In addition to presenting the weather in a unique format, WeatherGraph also uses reliable
forecast data from the weather forecasting agency of the United States, and observations
are taken only from reliable and trusted weather stations. Furthermore, WeatherGraph has a
unique Apple Watch app with complications that displays multiple days of weather forecasts
on many different watch faces.
"Our chief design goal in creating WeatherGraph was to present research-grade weather data
in an unencumbered and intuitive manner," added Mark Durante, Southside Development CTO.
"The contemporary interface eschews unnecessary frills, conserving battery life and
bringing the focus on the data. We also highly value your privacy, and, if so permitted,
use your location only to show you your local weather, not to share with third parties."
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Compatibile With Apple Watch
* iOS 12.0 or later, watchOS 5 or later
* 24 MB
Pricing and Availability:
WeatherGraph 1.1.2 is free and is available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in
the Weather category. A convenient $2.99 in-app purchase is available to disable ads.
Southside Development:
http://www.jackson-myers.com
WeatherGraph 1.1.2:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/weathergraph/id1440701492
Screenshot:
http://jackson-myers.com/Misc/WeatherGraphPressRelease/Screenshot.png
Annotated Screenshot:
http://jackson-myers.com/Misc/WeatherGraphPressRelease/Diagram.png
Watch App Screenshot:
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http://jackson-myers.com/Misc/WeatherGraphPressRelease/WatchApp.png

Southside Development is an independent app development studio focusing on quality
applications for Apple devices. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2019 Southside
Development. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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